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Report on Management Development Programme at IRMA 

 

 

Learning Points 

 

 Different styles of leadership – there were different types of leader ship, all 

the leaders have to all the qualities based on the team leader’s ability 

 Motivation is an important factor for the better result, without motivation we 

cannot achieve something more. 

 Decision making is an important factor in all sectors so the decesion making 

have to done in proper way with all the evidence 

 Projects and target should be fixed based on the needs from the community 

 Exposure visit to Mujuva village helped to understand how dairy co -

operation movement becomes successful and its impact in the overall 

development 

 Setting up of Team Goals is a very important task. Goals will have to be 

Specific, Measurable,Attainable, Relevant and Time Bound (SMART) 

 

Suggestions for future batch trainings 

 

 There should be a debate for any topic related with the leaderrship 

 Should include more group activities 

 There should include more interacting secction with the communioty level 

people related with the AMUL  

 The traing period was too less,it have to increase 

 

Suggestions for improving systems in Kudumbashree  

 

 Don’t stick on the numbers,the target for the activiteis have to done from the 

community and it should be based on the needs  

 Time manangement is an important factor in kudumbashree so the activiites 

should completed in the given time period 

 Cross learning can be done, all the team have to do all the works related to 

achieve the common goal 

 Different styles of leadership can adopt in different aspects of projects 

related with the team 
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How I was benefitted 

 

 I learned how to become a good leader and a good motivator 

 Understood how to make decesion with all the evidance 

 Hepls to improve my profesional skills 

 

 

 

 Three resolutions which I took after the training 

 I will mativate my team members for achive the goal all togasther 

 I will give the praorities to all the team member’s oppinion 

 I will be more pungtual in every time 
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